Connect & Learn

May 27, 2020
This pandemic has not affected me or my students.
What makes this pandemic so different than normal life?
What does this have in common with “normal” life?
“Be fearful when others are greedy and greedy when others are fearful.”
-Warren Buffett
Jellybeans
“Will you choose alive time or dead time?”
-Ryan Holiday
1. Compelling Vision
2. Work Backwards
3. Learn + Practice + Connect
Close your eyes
Unrealistic Worksheet
What’s one part of your vision you could make “unrealistic”? 
2. Reverse Engineer

Harry Potter
Reverse Engineering Worksheet
What’s one goal in the next 3 months you could accomplish?
3. Learn + Practice + Connect

Boring or overwhelming
Critical Activities
What’s one thing you could do by the end of the week?
What’s one takeaway you can use with your students?
Any questions?
Thank you for joining us!